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omen.

We stood around the dead bird. Our bodies
a crop circle; an imprint of what once had been.

A shoe nudge. A stick poke. A silent shuffle.

It was the first time any of us had come 
face-to-face with death.

An uninvited playmate. A rumor. A TV villain.

Us cul-de-sac kids were gods until suddenly
we were not. We were brimming with pretend
gunplay and imaginary Pokémon, until we
happened upon this reality that grabbed us by
our sympathetic throats.

I was the only one who reached down
to cradle the bird like a skinned knee, say 
a silent prayer to a god I still believed in.

My mother later grounded me, told me of
germs and disease. Big words. Justified anger
aimed at a mourning child. Didn’t I know better? 

A foreshadowed future. A plague upon our house.

To touch a dead thing
as if it could not hurt me.

To touch a dead thing
as if it could love me back.
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two weeks after my mother passed away
I sat down to use the toilet only to discover
      I shit myself
      oh my god
      oh my god
      how embarrassing
      how could this have—
what my mother had failed to impart
sitting on our emerald couch in the den 
flipping through the American Girl book
about all the FUN CHANGES my body
would any day be foisting upon me
      without my consent
was that it is not uncommon
to have your first ever period be                 
      dark brown
I did not puzzle piece together the message
my body was sending me until a day later
after I had buried the first soiled pair
deep in the bathroom wastebasket
when it happened again 
      to my horror
I fumbled the landline’s buttons 
dialing my mother’s best friend Joy
and whispered into the receiver
      I don’t know what to do
      she told me once
      but I am so small and
      so sad and so lost
and Joy flew to me with a basket of
      maxi pads!
      liners!
      pads the size of my hand!
      like only one tampon!
      pads that might as well
      be diapers!

not a girl, not yet a woman.
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Joy told me I was a woman now and left me
clutching these foreign objects
      the only girl for miles
wishing the book I once read had included
a chapter on how to grow up miserable
and motherless and                 
      screaming
my want of mother tore me apart
I would have given every ounce of
      blood inside me
to bring her home
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once I was a fawn dipped in holy water.
the forest my haven. the trees my family.
the flowers my communion. the creek
my rosary. the leaves whispering a promise of
heaven. but only if I grew to be the kind 
of doe the forest wanted. all speckled with 
beguile and tame and meek. the kind who 
freezes when it gets too bright. prettiest 
when mounted on any man’s wall. but I never
wanted to be a doe. when I could be 
a marsh wren. or a common shrew. or a 
short-tailed weasel. or all of the animals
contained inside my lungs. I have always been
a scream, really. the kind caught behind your
fangs. must be choking on the flowers again.
I have always been an infatuation. the fur on 
my body prickling at the thought of any 
beautiful creature. look, look at all the love 
I have, how I did not know for the longest time 
what to do with it. I have always been a constant. 
yes, I think your daughter grew up to be a constant.
a reliable beast. a steadfast gallop. a varmint 
so deliberate and self-assured, she could never 
have known a forest, could never have set hoof 
in one, not in a million years, not even in a prayer.

I come out to my mother—at long last.
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